
On identities preserved by general products of algebras 

By Z . ÉSIK 

Equational classes of automata (i.e. unoids) obtained by general product were 
characterized in [1]. Here we present similar results for tree automata, i.e., arbitrary 
algebras. We show that the main result K** =HSPg (K)=HSPaa (K)=HSPPfa<i (K) 
in [1] remains valid in this generality, too. 

First we briefly introduce the basic notions to be used. For all unexplained 
notions coming from universal algebra and tree-automata theory the reader is referred 
to [3] and [2]. 

By a rank-type we mean an arbitrary subset R of the set of nonnegative 
integers. A type corresponding to a rank-type R is a collection of operational 
symbols F= a_(Fk\k^G) such that F^ 0 if and only if k^R. In the sequel we fix 
a ranktype R and by a type always mean a type corresponding to R. 

Algebras of type F constitute a similarity class j f F . An algebra is 
a pair (A, {fn\f^F}) — (A, F) for short —, where is a fc-ary operation on the 
nonvoid set A for any f£Fk. By a class of algebras we shall mean an arbitrary 
nonvoid class of algebras. 

We are going to deal with certain products of algebras. Let 7 be a nonvoid 
set linearly ordered by Given a system 91 ~(Ai, FJ (i£I) of algebras, by 
a general product we mean an algebra 21 = 04, F)=77(2i;, (p\i£I), where A = 
= n(Ai\i£l), cp is a family of mappings of [II(Ai\iel))kXFk into TJ((F^k\i^l), 
and finally, the operations in 2t are defined in accordence with cp as follows. 
Let <h, ..., ak, a£A,f£Fk. Then, /«(«!, ..., ak)=a if and only if = (/¡)ai, (a,;, ..., akl) 
holds for every /¿7 with fi=((p(ai, ...,£?,„/));=<£>; (al5 ..., ak,f). If for every 
nonnegative integer k, cp^cix, ...,ak,f) depends on / and ..., akJ with 
only, then 21 is a so called a0-product of the 2I;-s. We shall denote by Pg and Pao 
the operators corresponding to the formations of general and a0-products, resp. Pfao 
will denote the formation of finite a0-products. Finite a0-products will be written 
as 77(21!, ...,21„,<p) where 7 = {1, . . . ,«} with the usual ordering. The operators 
H, S and P have their usual meaning. 

Also we fix a countable set X = {xlt x2, ...} of variables and treat polynomial 
symbols of type F as trees built on X and F. TF will denote the set of all trees 
of type F. If 21 £JTf and pdTF then pm:Aa-^A is the polynomial induced by 
p in 2t. If a1,a2,... is an «-sequence of elements of A then p^iiflx, a2, ...) 
denotes the value of pn on ax,a2, .... If 21 is the general product described 
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previously then we can view q> as a mapping of (/7(A i \ i<LiyfX.TF into n(TFi\i£l) 
in a natural way. For each index /£ / we shall denote by <pf the i-th component-
map of <p, as well. 

The notion of subtrees of a tree p as well as the height h(p) of a tree will be 
used in an unexplained but obvious way. A subtree q of a tree p is called proper 
if q^p- sub (p) denotes the set of all proper subtrees of p. Also we shall in a natural 
way speak about an occurence of a subtree in a tree, and about the substitution 
of a tree for occurences of a subtree in a tree. If p is a tree then rt (p) denotes 
the root of p. 

By a relabeling we mean any mapping cp: TF-~TF, with the following properties: 
(i) if p£F0 then (p(p)£F'a, 

(ii) if p£X then (p(p)=p, 
(iii) if p=f(p!, ...,pk) with f£Fk, k>0, plt ..., pk£TF then there exist an 

f'£F'k such that <p(p)=f'((p(p1), •..,<?(/>*))• 
Now We are in the position to give the most fundamental definitions. Let 

K be an arbitrary class of algebras. Then K* = {KF\F is a type}, where KF is 
the set of all identities p=q (p, q£TP) such that (p(p) = cp(q) is in the usual sence 
a valid identity in KC)jfF, for any relabeling <p: TF—TF,. An algebra 216 .^ 
is in K** if and only if all identities belonging to KF are valid in 21. Thus, K**C\JTF 
is an equational class of algebras. If p,q£Tr, we write K*\=p=q to mean that 
Ktt=p=q. 

If we consider unoids, i.e. we take R— {1}, then for any type F and p, q£ TF 
we have p=q^KF if and only if p=q is valid in the equational class HSPXo(K)C\X'F.. 
Consequently, K**=HSPXo(K), or even, K**=HSPg(K)=HSPtlo(K)=HSPPflZo(K) 
(cf. [1]). 

In general, the first statement fails to hold. Indeed, take i?={l , 2} and for 
every type F let K f ] J f F be the equational class determined by the identities 
g(xJ=h(Xl) (g, Ii^Ft). Supposing f£F2, identity f{g(x^), g(xi))=f(h(x1), h^)) 
is obviously valid in HSPXo(K)nJi"F, but this identity is not in KF. However, 
we still have a somewhat weaker result: 

Theorem 1. Let p,q£TF be arbitrary trees of type F. Then p=q is a valid 
identity in an equational class HSPao(K)C\if and only if K*\=p=q. 

Proof. Sufficiency follows by observing that general product preserves K*, 
that is, P9(K)cK**. Therefore, also HSPaJK)^K**. In order to prove the 
necessity of our Theorem, let I contain those valid identities p=q of the equational 
class HSP„B(K)r\JfF for which our statement does not hold. Supposing 1=^0 , 
choose p — q ^ I in such a way that |sub (p)Usub (g)| is minimal. 

Now take an algebra 21=(/4, F) freely generated by the sequence ax,a2, ... 
in the equational class HSPao(K)C\tfF. First we show that if we have ra(a1 ; a2,...) = 
=s<a(a1, a2, ...) for some trees r, s£sub (p)Usub (q), then r—s, i.e., the trees 
r and s coincide. Assume to the contrary that there exist different trees r, s£ 
£sub (p)Usub (q) with ra(ai, a2, ...)=sn(al, a2, ...). Let us fix a tree r£sub (p)U 
Usub {q) with the property that if r£sub(p) Usub(q) a n d r « ^ ^ , ...)=rsa(a1, a2, ...) 
then h(r)^h(r), and there is a distinct tree s£sub (p)Usub (q) with r2i(al5 a2, •••) — 
=s<u(a1, a2, ...). Given r, choose a different tree 56sub (p)Usub (q) such that 
r<afax, a 2 , . . . )=% ( a i , a2>•• •)> a n d h(s)^h(s) whenever s€ sub (p)Usub (q) and 
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¿31(0!, a2, ...)=s®(a1, «2. •••)• Obviously, we have h(r)^h(s). If sub (p) then 
let us substitute r for any occurrence of s in p, and denote the resulting tree 
by p. If sub (p) then put p=p. Similar procedure when applied to q will 
produce the tree q. Of course we have sub (p) Usub (q) ^ sub (p) Usub (q), or 
even, the choise of r and s garantees that s$sub (p)Usub(q). Thus, |sub (p)U 
Usub (q)|< |sub 0 ) U s u b (q)\. Similarly, |sub (r)Usub (s)|<|sub (p)Usub (q)\. 

As rm(a1} a2, ...)=snÍai, a2, ...), it follows that r=s is a valid identity in 
HSPao(K)r\JfF. As |sub (r) U sub (s) | < |sub (p) U sub (q) | also K*^r=s. As 
r=s is a valid identity in HSPXo(K)f)JfF, also the equalities Paifai, a2, ...) = 
=Pn(al, a2, ...) and qn(ai, a2, ...) = q^(alt a2, ...) are satisfied. Since p=q was 
a valid identity in HSPa o(K)n^~F and 21 is freely generated by a l 5 a2, ..., also 
p=q is a valid identity in HSPXo(K)C\JirF. As [sub (p) U sub (q)| < |sub (p) Usub (q)\, 
by the choise of the identity p=q, we obtain that K*\=p=q. The construction 
of the trees p and q shows that {r=s, p=q}\=p=q. We have already seen that 
K*\=r=s, thus, K*\=p=q. This is a contradiction. 

So far we have shown that the equality r«¡(alt a2, ...)=s%(a1, a2, ...) is satisfied 
by trees r, sub(/?)Usub (q) if and only if r — s. Next we are going to prove that 
p = q£KF. As K*j=p = q holds in this case evidently, this would again be a con-
tradiction. 

Assume that p = q$_KF. Then there is a type F' and a relabeling cp: TF — TF, 
such that <p(p) = (p(q) is not a valid indentity in the class KOrfTp,. Therefore, 
there is an algebra <¡B = (B, F')£K and elements bx, b2, with 

(p(p)s>(bi> b2, ...) (p(q)<ts(bb2, ...). , 

Let G = (C, F) be any a0-product /7(21, 23, ip) with ip satisfying the following 
conditions for every f£Fk s 0): 

(i) * l ( / ) = / , 

(ü) "/^((PiM^i, «2, •••)» •••(Pkh(ai, a2 , ...), / ) = rt(<p(/(pi, ..., pk))) 

if f(Pi,---,Pk) is a subtree of p or q. 
In order to show that such an a0-product exists, it is enough to see that 

whenever both f(Pi,-..,Pk) and /(<7i, ..., qk) are subtrees of p or q and 
(Pi)^(a!,a2, ...) = (qi)ii(a1,a2, ...) (i=l, ...,k) then rt(q>(f(p1, ..., pk))) = 
= vt(q>(f(q1, ... qk))). But this can be seen immediately as cp is a mapping and 
OOaiOi, a2, ...) = (qi)m(a1, a2, ...) implies that 

As HSPX0(K) is closed under a0-products, we get Q.íHSPx¡>(K)f]JírF. On 
the other hand, <pG0s(¿>i, b2, ..^(piq^iK, b2, ...) implies that Pa^, bj), 
(«2> b2), bj, (a2, b2), ...), contrary to our assumption that p=q is 
valid in HSPX0(K)r\JfF. 

A set of identities A ^TF is called closed if whenever A \=p=q is valid for 
trees p, q£TF then p=q£A. It is known from universal algebra that A is closed 
if and only if the following five conditions are satisfied by A: 

(i) Xi = Xi£A (i = 1, 2, ...), 
(ii) p=q£A implies that q=p£A, 

(iii) p = q, q = r(iA implies that p = r£_A, 
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(iv) if P i = q £ A for all i = l , ..., k (A:^0) and f£Fk then f { p t , ..., p^ = 

(v) if p—q^.A and we get p' and q' from p and q by substituting all 
occurences of a variable xf by an arbitrary tree TF then p'—q'^A. 

By virtue of the previous Theorem, if KF is closed for every type F, then 
whenever p=q is a valid identity in an equational class HSPao(K)C\X'F then 
p=q£Kf. Conversely, if p=q£KF then p = q is a valid identity in HSPao(K)C\X'F. 
As KF always satisfies conditions from (i) to (v) above except (iv), a necessary and 
sufficient condition for KF to be closed is to satisfy condition (iv). In this way 
we get the following 

Corollary. Assume that KF satisfies condition (iv) for every type F. Then 
an identity p=q is valid in an equational class HSPao(K)r\^fF if and only if 
p=q^KF. Conversely, if we have the equivalence p—q is valid in an equational 
class HSP„JK)C)2fF if and only if p=q^KF then KF satisfies condition (iv). 

Further on we shall need the following 

Lemma. Let <H = (A, i7) = J7(9Ii, (p)\i(.I) be an arbitrary infinite a0-product 
of algebras 91 i = (Ah Fi) and let J<=,1 and T<=,TF be finite sets. For every 
sequence a1,a2,...(LA there is a finite a0-product ©=(-8, F) = i7(9l;, i/'l/C/j) 
with / c and such that \l/i(a1Jl, a2Jl, ..., p) = (pi(a1, a2, ..., p) for any p£T 
and i^J.1 

Proof. Put h—max {h(p)\p£T}. If h=0 then our statement is obviously 
valid. We proceed by induction on h. Let /z>0 and assume that the proof is 
done for h — 1. For every 0 and / € F t set 

Uf={p\p£T, h(p) = h, rt(p) =/}, 

Vf = {p\pi U(sub ( 9 ) | ? e r ) u r , rt (p) =/}. 

Let (p,q,i)£UfXVfXJ — say p =f(pi, ..., pk), q =f(q1 ,...,qk) — be arbitrary. 
If <Pi(Pim(ai, a* •••). •••>Pk%(ai.^z, •••),/)^<Pi(tfig,(«i, a2, •••), •••> a2, •••). / ) 
then choose an index j0</ with (/>,<¡,(̂ 1, a2, •••))i0^(q„u(ai, a2, ...))io for some 
t£ {1, ..., k}. Denote by 70 the set of indices obtained in this way, and put J'=J\JI0, 
T = U(sub 0>)| peT)U {peT\h(p)<h}. By the induction hypothesis, there exist a 
finite set J[ and an <x0-product 23' = (Bf, F) = 77(91,-, \l/'\i£j{) with J'c J[ and 
satisfying il/'i(aljr, a2j„ ..., p) = (pi(a1, a2, ..., p) for each p£T' and i£J{. 

Set and define the a0-product © = ( 5 , 70=77(91,-, so that the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 

(i) ^(¿i , ..., bk,f) — ̂ /'(b1, ..., bk,f) if f£Fk (k^0) and there exist trees 
Pi,-,Pk£TF with /(/?!, ...,pk)£T' and 6 ,=p ( S 8 , (a i v * 2 V •••) 0 = 1, —, k), 

(ii) ..., b k , f ) = (pi(c1, ..., c k , f ) if ¿'£7, f£Fk (&>0), and there exist trees 
Pu -,PkdTF with f(px, ...,pk)£Uf and bt=ptiS.{aij , a2j , ...), c,=pUu(au a2, ...) 
(t = l, ...,k). 1 ' 

1 The ordering on 7, is the restriction of the ordering on I to / j . If a£IJ(A,\i£f) then aJ_L f 
Ç is determined by (aJJ i = a l for any ; Ç7,. 
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Such an a0-product exist, since otherwise we would have an index iil together 
with distinct trees p=f(px, ..., pk)£Ur, q=f(ql, .... qk)£ Vf (f£Fk, k>0, pt, qt£TF) 
such that (ptm(ai,a2,...))j = (qm(a1,a2,...))j (t = 1, ...,k) for all j < i but 
<Pi(.PiJfli> a2> •••), •••» Pkn(ai, a2, -..)>/) ^ <Pi(?ia,(«i» a2, ...), •••> a2, ...)»/)• 
Also the equalities , a2j , ..., p) = (pi(ai, a2, ..., p) p£T) follow in an 
easy way. 

Theorem 2. HSPPfXo(K)=HSPXo(K)=HSPg(K)=K** holds for any class K of 
algebras. 

Proof. The last two equalities immediately follow by Theorem 1 and Birkhoff's 
Theorem. HSPPfa0(K)<gHSP„0(K) is obvious. We claim that also HSPao(K)c 
cHSPPj-^K). This can be seen by showing that if F is an arbitrary type and an 
identity p = q (p,q£TF) is not valid in PXo(K)HJfF then the same holds for 
Pfao(K)C\XF. But this is a trivial consequence of our Lemma. 

Theorem 2 is in a close connection with the characterization theorem of met-
rically complete systems of algebras in [2]. It turns out that a system K of algebras 
having finite types is metrically complete if and only if K* contains only trivial 
identities. In other words this means that K is complete (that is, HSPg(K) is the 
class of all algebras) if and only if K is metrically complete. 
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